
EDITD comes to Silicon Milkroundabout dressed as authentic retro diner to attract the best 

engineers on the market 

  

Talking over tasty treats, EDITD uses an innovative approach, fuelling rapid growth  

to build a multi-billion revenue company 

  

  

11 May, 2014, London On Sunday EDITD, the world’s fastest growing retail technology company, 

comes to Silicon Milkroundabout’s London job fair to entice the best talent into its growing team. During 

what Silicon Milkroundabout calls Engineering Day, EDITD is setting up shop as a retro diner - complete 

with a jukebox, and a 50’s menu featuring free fries, coke floats, a secret insiders-only menu, and a 

checkerboard vinyl floor to make a statement about its innovative approach and unique company 

culture. 

  

EDITD’s value proposition for the talent is immense. The company not only revolutionises the 4th 

biggest industry in the world but, thanks to its market changing technology helps local and global 

fashion retailers determine right product value for their customers and increase profits. The Guardian has 

recently named EDITD as one of hottest tech companies in London. In their article they described EDITD 

as “among the very best in show – smart, innovative and, above all, useful for a sizeable industry – with 

prospects beyond fashion.” EDITD CEO and co-founder, Geoff Watts said: “At EDITD, my focus has 

been on making EDITD the place I always wished I worked.” 

  

EDITD, who runs the worlds biggest apparel data warehouse, joins Silicon Milkroundabout to fulfill 

carefully crafted plans to grow their software engineering team. To join their strong team EDITD 

welcomes bright and motivated people with a fresh perspective to fill the following positions: Senior 

Engineer, Front-end Designer / Developer (Hybrid), Data Scientist and Software Engineer Back-end 

Development. On the day, visitors will have the opportunity to meet EDITD team members, talk about 

their experience and ask questions about the roles. 

  

EDITD’s mission is to make the apparel retail industry work smarter. With more retailers turning to data 

driven decisions, buyers and merchandisers need reliable products to buy into the trends their 



consumers want, lessen mistakes and the impact of mistakenly bought stock and increase sales 

opportunities at the same time. 

  

About EDITD 

EDITD is a retail technology company, helping the apparel industry have the right products, at the right 

price, at the right time.  Getting this right is how all the value is created or lost in the apparel business, 

so EDITD is used by buying, merchandising and trading teams to generate a huge competitive 

advantage.  EDITD run the world’s biggest apparel data warehouse, and their product is used globally 

by brands including Gap, ASOS, Gilt Groupe and Target, among many others. 

  

Contact 

Laura Grigerova 

EDITD 

laura@editd.com 

+44 20 3369 9811 

 

 


